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From renowned fantasy author of the Old Kingdom series, Garth Nix, comes an entertaining
collection of stories, including one Old Kingdom novella.Across the Wall brings together an
electic mix of Garth Nix’s writing spanning several years, beginning with the novella set in the
Old Kingdom, “Nicholas Sayre and the Creature in the Case,” winner of two Aurealis Awards.The
collection also includes two tales inspired by Arthurian legend, a war story, a western, a
traditional tale with a twist and a hilarious choose-your-own-adventure spoof. The volume is
introduced by the author himself and, even better, so is each story—giving context, anecdotes
and a glimpse into the exceptional mind of Garth Nix.

From School Library JournalGrade 8 Up–Twelve short stories and one novella are stitched
together with the popular Australian author's commentary on his writing life. Nix includes one
choose-your-own-adventure type story, Down to the Scum Quarter. A spoof on the genre, it
takes place primarily in a bordello and is rife with literary and role-play allusions, but lacks a
satisfying story arc. Other selections, more traditional in format, include a disturbingly gory and
unforgettable Hansel and Gretel set in a dark cityscape, two spin-offs from Arthurian legend, and
a Western fantasy that owes more to the movies than to history. In the novella, Nicholas Sayre
and the Creature in the Case, the scion of a political family wants nothing more than to cross the
forbidden Wall and be reunited with his friends in the Old Kingdom, where magic is practiced
and understood. To that end, Nicholas agrees to engage in espionage for his powerful uncle,
only to be swept up in a terrifying scenario as a mummified monster is brought to life with his
blood. Readers of the author's bestselling Abhorsen trilogy (Morrow/Avon) will find themselves
right at home in this horror/fantasy/mystery but those new to this world will find the first pages
slow going as they try to piece together the nature of the alternative reality and to identify
offstage characters and events. At times self-indulgent (the text of the author's first book, written
at age six, is included in his notes), this collection will nonetheless delight true fans.–Carolyn
Lehman, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CACopyright © Reed Business Information, a
division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.From BooklistGr. 7-10. The jacket of this short story collection features Leo
Dillon and Diane Dillon's representations of Lirael and Nick--the same Ancelstierran who
unwittingly served as the Destroyer's pawn in book three of the Abhorsen Trilogy. The image
corresponds to the opening novella, in which Nick encounters a bloodsucking Free Magic
monster during a visit to Ancelstierre's top-secret intelligence agency. The story teasingly refers
to British mysteries and spy fiction, parodic elements that will appeal most to Nix's adult fans.
Even less-experienced readers, though, will enjoy getting to know Nick on his own terms,
unhampered by the evil influences of a body-stealing demon. The remaining 11 stories (all



unrelated to Nix's best-known alternate reality) include selections clearly intended for middle-
graders as well as more sophisticated offerings containing frank references to sex and violence
spattered with "blood and brains and urine." Buy this with the understanding that the packaging
will attract the full spectrum of Nix's fans, but that younger ones may get more than they
bargained for. Jennifer MattsonCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back CoverNicholas
Sayre will do anything to get across the Wall, back to the Old Kingdom.Thoughts of Lirael and
Sam haunt his dreams, and he has come to realize that his destiny lies there, along with all
those he cares for. But here in Ancelstierre, far south of the Wall, the Charter is dormant, and
among the obstacles Nick faces is one that is not entirely human, and which has a strange
power that seems to come from Nicholas himself.With "Nicholas Sayre and the Creature in the
Case," Garth Nix continues to explore the magical world of The Abhorsen Trilogy. In additional
short stories that range from classic fantasy -- two widely different takes on the Merlin myth -- to
a gritty urban version of Hansel and Gretel, to an unusual take on the role of nature in matters of
love, and to a heartbreaking story of children and war, Garth Nix displays the range and
versatility that have made him one of today's leading writers of fantasy for readers of all ages.--
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorGarth Nix is a
New York Times bestselling novelist and has been a full-time writer since 2001, but has also
worked as a literary agent, marketing consultant, book editor, book publicist, book sales
representative, bookseller, and as a part-time soldier in the Australian Army Reserve.Garth’s
many books include the Old Kingdom fantasy series, beginning with Sabriel and continuing to
Goldenhand; the sci-fi novels Shade’s Children and A Confusion of Princes; the Regency
romance with magic Newt’s Emerald; and novels for children including The Ragwitch, the
Seventh Tower series, the Keys to the Kingdom series, and Frogkisser!,which is now in
development as a feature film with Fox Animation/Blue Sky Studios. Garth has written numerous
short stories, some of which are collected in Across the Wall and To Hold the Bridge. He has
also cowritten several children’s book series with Sean Williams, including TroubleTwisters and
Have Sword, Will Travel.More than six million copies of his books have been sold around the
world and his work has been translated into forty-two languages. You can find him online at
www.garthnix.com.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Review"Anyone familiar with Garth Nix's children's trilogy Sabriel, Lirael and Abhorsen will
snatch up this anthology... there's a little bit of everything here." SFX --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapNicholas Sayre will do anything to get
across the WallThoughts of Lirael and Sam haunt his dreams, and he has come to realize that
his destiny lies with them, in the Old Kingdom. But here in Ancelstierre, Nick faces an obstacle
that is not entirely human, with a strange power that seems to come from Nicholas himself.With
Nicholas Sayre and the Creature in the Case, Garth Nix continues to explore the magical world
of the Abhorsen Trilogy. In additional short stories that range from two widely different takes on
the Merlin myth to a gritty urban version of Hansel and Gretel and a heartbreaking story of



children and war, Garth Nix displays the range and versatility that has made him one of today's
leading writers of fantasy for readers of all ages.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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DEDICATIONTo Anna, Thomas, and Edwardandall my family and
friendsCONTENTSDedicationPrefaceNicholas Sayre and the Creature in the CaseUnder the
LakeCharlie RabbitFrom the LighthouseThe HillLightning BringerDown to the Scum
QuarterHeart’s DesireHansel’s EyesHope ChestMy New Really Epic Fantasy SeriesThree
RosesEndingsAbout the AuthorBooks by Garth NixBack AdsCreditsCopyrightAbout the
PublisherPREFACEFOUR YEARS AGO, after a Christmas lunch, my younger brother passed
around a very small “book” of four stapled-together pages that he said he’d found while helping
my mother clean out a storage area under the family home. The book contained four stories
written in shaky capital letters, with a couple of half-hearted illustrations done with colored
pencils. On the front, it had “Stories” and “Garth Nix” in the handwriting one would expect from
someone aged around six.The stories included such gems as “The Coin Shower,” which was
very short and went something like:a boy went outsideit started raining coinshe picked them upI
had no memory of this story or the little booklet, and at first I thought it had been fabricated by
my brother as a joke, but my parents remembered me writing the stories and engaging in this bit
of self-publishing at an early age.I wrote “The Coin Shower” and the other stories in that
collection about thirty-five years ago, and I’ve been writing ever since. Not always fiction, though.
In my varied writing career I’ve written all kinds of things, from speeches for CEOs to brochures
about brickworks to briefing papers on new Internet technologies.I first got into print writing
articles and scenarios for the role-playing games “Dungeons and Dragons” and “Traveler” when I
was sixteen or seventeen. I wrote for magazines like Multiverse and Breakout! in Australia and
White Dwarf in the United Kingdom. I tried to crack Dragon magazine in the United States, but
never quite managed to sell them anything.This minor success in getting role-playing game
articles or scenarios into print led me to try my hand at getting some of my fiction published. I’d
written quite a few stories here and there without success, but when I was nineteen years old, I
wrote a whole lot more while I was traveling around the U.K. and Europe, broadening my
horizons. I drove all over the place in a beat-up Austin 1600 with a small metal Silver-Reed
typewriter in the backseat, a couple of notebooks, and lots of other people’s books. Every day I’d
write something in longhand in my notebook, and then that night or perhaps the next morning I’d
type up what I’d written. (That established a writing practice that has continued for more than
twenty years: I write most of my novels in longhand, typing up each chapter on the computer
after I’ve got the first draft done in the latest black-and-red notebook. I now have more than
twenty of these notebooks, plus one very out-of-place blue-and-white-striped notebook that I
turned to during the stationery drought of 1996.)I don’t write everything in longhand first, though;
sometimes I just take to the keyboard. Most of my short fiction begins with handwritten notes,
and perhaps a few key sentences put down with my trusty Waterman fountain pen, but then I
start typing. The pen comes into its own again later, when I print out the story, make my changes
and corrections, and then go back to the computer. This process often occurs when I have only



part of the story written. I quite often revise the first third or some small part of a story six or
seven times before I’ve written the rest of it. Often the revision occurs because I have left the
story incomplete for a long time, and I need to revisit the existing part in order to feel my way into
the story again.Both my short and long fiction works usually begin with a thinly sketched scene,
character, situation, or some combination of all three, which just appears in my head. For
example, I might suddenly visualize a huge old mill by a broad river, the wheel slowly turning,
with the sound of the grinding stones underlaid by the burble of the river. Or I might think of a
character, say a middle-aged man who has turned away from the sorcery of his youth because
he is afraid of it, but who will be forced to embrace it again. Or a situation might emerge from my
subconscious, in which a man, or something that was once a man, is looking down on a group of
travelers from a rocky perch, wondering whether he/it should rob them.All these beginnings
might come together into the story of a miller, once a sorcerer, who is transformed into a
creature as the result of a magical compact he thought he had evaded. So he must leave his
settled life and become a brigand, in the hope of finding, on one of the magicians or priests he
robs on the road, the one item of magical apparatus that can return his human shape.Or they
might not come together. I have numerous notes for stories, and many partly begun stories, that
have progressed no further. Some of these fragments might be used in my novels, or at least be
the seeds of some elements in one. A few ideas will progress and grow and become stories,
complete in themselves. The great majority of my jotted-down ideas, images, and scraps of
writing will never become anything more than a few lines in a black-and-red notebook.The
stories in this collection are the ones that got past the notes stage, that became a few
paragraphs, then a few pages, and somehow charged on downhill to become complete. They
represent a kind of core sample taken through more than fifteen years of writing, from the callow
author of twenty-five who wrote “Down to the Scum Quarter” to the possibly more polished forty-
one-year-old writer of “Nicholas Sayre and the Creature in the Case.”Fortunately, you have been
spared some even earlier efforts, including the heavily T. H. White–influenced short story I
published in my school magazine at fifteen, and even my very first professional short story sale,
which felt like a great triumph for me at nineteen years old but now looks rather out of place with
my later works.I hope you find some stories here that you will enjoy, or wonder about, or that
linger uncomfortably in the mind when you wish they didn’t. But if your favorite story is “The Coin
Shower,” please do not write and tell me that my writing has been going downhill ever since I was
six.GARTH NIXDecember 1, 2004Sydney, AustraliaINTRODUCTION TONICHOLAS SAYRE
AND THE CREATURE IN THE CASEI have explored Ancelstierre and the Old Kingdom a little in
my novels Sabriel, Lirael, and Abhorsen, and in the process I have found out (for that’s often
what it feels like, even though I’m the one making it up) quite a lot about these lands, the people
and creatures that inhabit them, and their stories.But there is much, much more that I don’t know
about, and will never know about unless I need it for a story. Unlike many fantasy writers, I don’t
spend a lot of time working out and recording tons of background detail about the worlds that I
make up. What I do is write the story, pausing every now and then to puzzle out the details or



information that I need to know to make the story work. Some of that background material will
end up in the story, though it might be veiled, mysterious, or tangential. Much more will sit in my
head or roughly jotted down in my notebooks, until I need it next time or until I connect it with
something else.Every time I reenter the world of the Old Kingdom and Ancelstierre, I find myself
stitching together leftover bits and pieces that I already knew about, as well as inventing some
more that seem to go with what is already there.“Nicholas Sayre and the Creature in the Case”
was particularly interesting for me to write, because in it I connect various bits and pieces of
information about Ancelstierre, rather than the Old Kingdom. As always, the story is the most
important thing to me, but this novella also gives a glimpse of the people, customs, government,
technology, and landscape of Ancelstierre.Like nearly everything I write, this is a fantasy
adventure story, this time with a dash of country-house mystery, a twist of 1920s-style
espionage, and a humorous little umbrella on the side that may be safely ignored by those who
don’t like it (or don’t get it). Some readers may detect the influence of some of the authors
outside the fantasy genre (as it is usually defined today) whom I admire, including Dorothy
Sayers and P. G. Wodehouse.Planned to be a longish short story, “Nicholas Sayre and the
Creature in the Case” grew and grew till it became a novella and ended up taking many more
months to write than I had anticipated. It started with these notes:Nicholas and Uncle to country
houseFull of debs and stupid young menThing in the Case, eyes follow NickAutumn
haymakingthing gets some of Nick’s blood?refuge in river, thing closes sluicehay fires in a
circleit is powerful, but poisonedhow far are we from the Wall?That was the kernel, from which a
novella grew over about ten months. I don’t know why I wrote it rather than something else. It
wasn’t sold to a publisher, I didn’t have a deadline for it, and I had plenty of other things to do.
But only a week or so after writing those notes, I sat down and wrote the first three or four pages
in one sitting. I kept coming back to it thereafter, caught up (as I often am as both writer and
reader) simply by the desire to see what happened next.NICHOLAS SAYRE AND THE
CREATURE IN THE CASE“I AM GOING back to the Old Kingdom, Uncle,” said Nicholas Sayre.
“Whatever Father may have told you. So there is no point in your trying to fix me up with a
suitable Sayre job or a suitable Sayre marriage. I am coming with you to what will undoubtedly
be a horrendous house party only because it will get me a few hundred miles closer to the
Wall.”Nicholas’s uncle Edward, more generally known as The Most Honorable Edward Sayre,
Chief Minister of Ancelstierre, shut the red-bound letter book he was reading with more
emphasis than he intended, as their heavily armored car lurched over a hump in the road. The
sudden clap of the book made the bodyguard in front look around, but the driver kept his eyes
on the narrow country lane.“Have I said anything about a job or a marriage?” Edward enquired,
gazing down his long, patrician nose at his nineteen-year-old nephew. “Besides, you won’t even
get within a mile of the Perimeter without a pass signed by me, let alone across the Wall.”“I could
get a pass from Lewis,” said Nicholas moodily, referring to the newly anointed Hereditary Arbiter.
The previous Arbiter, Lewis’s grandfather, had died of a heart attack during Corolini’s attempted
coup d’état half a year before.“No, you couldn’t, and you know it,” said Edward.“Lewis has more



sense than to involve himself in any aspect of government other than the ceremonial.”“Then I’ll
have to cross over without a pass,” declared Nicholas angrily, not even trying to hide the
frustration that had built up in him over the past six months, during which he’d been forced to
stay in Ancelstierre. Most of that time spent wishing he’d left with Lirael and Sam in the
immediate aftermath of the Destroyer’s defeat, instead of deciding to recuperate in Ancelstierre.
It had been weakness and fear that had driven his decision, combined with a desire to put the
terrible past behind him. But he now knew that was impossible. He could not ignore the legacy of
his involvement with Hedge and the Destroyer, nor his return to Life at the hands—or paws—of
the Disreputable Dog. He had become someone else, and he could only find out who that was in
the Old Kingdom.“You would almost certainly be shot if you try to cross illegally,” said Edward. “A
fate you would richly deserve. Particularly since you are not giving me the opportunity to help
you. I do not know why you or anyone else would want to go to the Old Kingdom—my year on
the Perimeter as General Hort’s ADC certainly taught me the place is best avoided. Nor do I wish
to annoy your father and hurt your mother, but there are certain circumstances in which I might
grant you permission to cross the Perimeter.”“What! Really?”“Yes, really. Have I ever taken you or
any other of my nephews or nieces to a house party before?”“Not that I know—”“Do I usually
make a habit of attending parties given by someone like Alastor Dorrance in the middle of
nowhere?”“I suppose not. . . .”“Then you might exercise your intelligence to wonder why you are
here with me now.”“Gatehouse ahead, sir,” interrupted the bodyguard as the car rounded a
sweeping corner and slowed down. “Recognition signal is correct.”Edward and Nicholas leaned
forward to look through the open partition and the windscreen beyond. A few hundred yards in
front, a squat stone gatehouse lurked just off the road, with its two wooden gates swung back.
Two slate-gray Heddon-Hare roadsters were parked, one on either side of the gate, with several
mackintosh-clad, weapon-toting men standing around them. One of the men waved a yellow flag
in a series of complicated movements that Edward clearly understood and Nicholas presumed
meant all was well.“Proceed!” snapped the Chief Minister. Their car slowed more, the driver
shifting down through the gears with practiced double-clutching. The mackintosh-clad men
saluted as the car swung off the road and through the gate, dropping their salute as the rest of
the motorcade followed. Six motorcycle policemen were immediately behind, then another two
cars identical to the one that carried Nicholas and his uncle, then another half dozen police
motorcyclists, and finally four trucks that were carrying a company of fully armed soldiery.
Corolini’s attempted putsch had failed, and there had surprisingly been no further trouble from
the Our Country Party since, but the government continued to be nervous about the safety of the
nation’s Chief Minister.“So, what is going on?” asked Nicholas. “Why are you here? And why am
I here? Is there something you want me to do?”“At last, a glimmer of thought. Have you ever
wondered what Alastor Dorrance actually does, other than come to Corvere three or four times a
year and exercise his eccentricities in public?”“Isn’t that enough?” asked Nick with a shudder. He
remembered the newspaper stories from the last time Dorrance had been in the city, only a few
weeks before. He’d hosted a picnic on Holyoak Hill for every apprentice in Corvere and supplied



them with fatty roast beef, copious amounts of beer, and a particularly cheap and nasty red
wine, with predictable results.“Dorrance’s eccentricities are all show,” said Edward.“Misdirection.
He is in fact the head of Department Thirteen. Dorrance Hall is the Department’s main research
facility.”“But Department Thirteen is just a made-up thing, for the moving pictures. It doesn’t
really exist . . . um . . . does it?”“Officially, no. In actuality, yes. Every state has need of spies.
Department Thirteen trains and manages ours, and carries out various tasks ill suited to the
more regular branches of government. It is watched over quite carefully, I assure you.”“But what
has that got to do with me?”“Department Thirteen observes all our neighbors very successfully,
and has detailed files on everyone and everything important within those countries. With one
notable exception. The Old Kingdom.”“I’m not going to spy on my friends!”Edward sighed and
looked out the window. The drive beyond the gatehouse curved through freshly mown fields, the
hay already gathered into hillocks ready to be pitchforked into carts and taken to the stacks. Past
the fields, the chimneys of a large country house peered above the fringe of old oaks that lined
the drive.“I’m not going to be a spy, Uncle,” repeated Nicholas.“I haven’t asked you to be one,”
said Edward as he looked back at his nephew. Nicholas’s face had paled, and he was clutching
his chest. Whatever had happened to him in the Old Kingdom had left him in a very run-down
state, and he was still recovering. Though the Ancelstierran doctors had found no external signs
of significant injury, his X-rays had come out strangely fogged and all the medical reports said
Nick was in the same sort of shape as a man who had suffered serious wounds in battle.“All I
want you to do is to spend the weekend here with some of the Department’s technical people,”
continued Edward. “Answer their questions about your experiences in the Old Kingdom, that sort
of thing. I doubt anything will come of it, and as you know, I strictly adhere to the wisdom of my
predecessors, which is to leave the place alone. But that said, they haven’t exactly left us alone
over the past twenty years. Dorrance has always had a bit of a bee in his bonnet about the Old
Kingdom, greatly exacerbated by the . . . mmm . . . event at Forwin Mill. It is possible that he
might discover something useful from talking to you. So if you answer his questions, you shall
have your Perimeter pass on Monday morning. If you’re still set on going, that is.”“I’ll cross the
Wall,” said Nick forcefully. “One way or another.”“Then I suggest it be my way. You know, your
father wanted to be a painter when he was your age. He had talent too, according to old Menree.
But our parents wouldn’t hear of it. A grave error, I think. Not that he hasn’t been a useful
politician, and a great help to me. But his heart is elsewhere, and it is not possible to achieve
greatness without a whole heart.”“So all I have to do is answer questions?”Edward sighed the
sigh of an older and wiser man talking to a younger, inattentive, and impatient relative.“Well, you
will have to appear a little bit at the party. Dinner and so forth. Croquet perhaps, or a row on the
lake. Misdirection, as I said.”Nicholas took Edward’s hand and shook it firmly.“You are a splendid
uncle, Uncle.”“Good. I’m glad that’s settled,” said Edward. He glanced out the window. They were
past the oak trees now, gravel crunching beneath the wheels as the car rolled up the drive to the
front steps of the six-columned entrance. “We’ll drop you off, then, and I’ll see you
Monday.”“Aren’t you staying here? For the house party?”“Don’t be silly! I can’t abide house



parties of any kind. I’m staying at the Golden Sheaf. Excellent hotel, not too far away. I often go
there to get through some serious confidential reading. Place has got its own golf course, too.
Thought I might go round tomorrow. Enjoy yourself!”Nicholas hardly caught the last two words as
his door was flung open and he was assisted out by Edward’s personal bodyguard. He blinked in
the afternoon sunlight, no longer filtered through the smoked glass of the car’s windows. A few
seconds later, his bags were deposited at his feet; then the Chief Minister’s cavalcade started up
again and rolled out the drive as quickly as it had arrived, the Army trucks leaving considerable
ruts in the gravel.“Mr. Sayre?”Nicholas looked around. A top-hatted footman was picking up his
bags, but it was another man who had spoken. A balding, burly individual in a dark blue suit, his
hair cut so short it was practically a monkish tonsure. Everything about him said policeman,
either active or recently retired.“Yes, I’m Nicholas Sayre.”“Welcome to Dorrance Hall, sir. My
name is Hedge—”Nicholas recoiled from the offered hand and nearly fell over the footman. Even
as he regained his balance, he realized that the man had said Hodge and then followed it up
with a second syllable.Hodgeman. Not Hedge.Hedge the necromancer was finally, completely,
and utterly dead. Lirael and the Disreputable Dog had defeated him, and Hedge had gone
beyond the Ninth Gate. He couldn’t come back. Nick knew he was safe from him, but that
knowledge was purely intellectual. Deep inside him, the name of Hedge was linked irrevocably
with an almost primal fear.“Sorry,” gasped Nick. He straightened up and shook the man’s hand.
“Ankle gave way on me. You were saying?”“Hodgeman is my name. I am an assistant to Mr.
Dorrance. The other guests do not arrive till later, so Mr. Dorrance thought you might like a tour
of the grounds.”“Um, certainly,” replied Nick. He fought back a sudden urge to look around to see
who might be listening and, as he started up the steps, resisted the temptation to slink from
shadow to shadow just like a spy in a moving picture.“The house was originally built in the time
of the last Trouin-Durville Pretender, about four hundred years ago, but little of the original
structure remains. Most of the current house was built by Mr. Dorrance’s grandfather. The best
feature is the library, which was the great hall of the old house. Shall we start there?”“Thank you,”
replied Nicholas. Mr. Hodgeman’s turn as a tour guide was quite convincing. Nicholas wondered
if the man had to do it often for casual visitors, as part of what Uncle Edward would call
“misdirection.”The library was very impressive. Hodgeman closed the double doors behind them
as Nick stared up at the high dome of the ceiling, which was painted to create the illusion of a
storm at sea. It was quite disconcerting to look up at the waves and the tossing ships and the low
scudding clouds. Below the dome, every wall was covered by tiers of shelves stretching up
twenty or even twenty-five feet from the floor. Ladders ran on rails around the library, but no one
was using them. The library was silent; two crescent-shaped couches in the center were empty.
The windows were heavily curtained with velvet drapes, but the gas lanterns above the shelves
burned very brightly. The place looked like there should be people reading in it, or sorting books,
or something. It did not have the dark, dusty air of a disused library.“This way, sir,” said
Hodgeman. He crossed to one of the shelves and reached up above his head to pull out an
unobtrusive, dun-colored tome, adorned only with the Dorrance coat of arms, a chain argent



issuant from a chevron argent upon a field azure.The book slid out halfway, then came no
farther.Hodgeman looked up at it. Nick looked too.“Is something supposed to happen?”“It gets a
bit stuck sometimes,” replied Hodgeman. He tugged on the book again. This time it came
completely out. Hodgeman opened it, took a key from its hollowed-out pages, pushed two books
apart on the shelf below to reveal a keyhole, inserted the key, and turned it. There was a soft
click, but nothing more dramatic. Hodgeman put the key back in the book and returned the
volume to the shelf.“Now, if you wouldn’t mind stepping this way,” Hodgeman said, leading Nick
back to the center of the library. The couches had moved aside on silent gears, and two steel-
encased segments of the floor had slid open, revealing a circular stone staircase leading down.
Unlike the library’s brilliant white gaslights, it was lit by dull electric bulbs.“This is all rather cloak-
and-dagger,” remarked Nick as he headed down the steps with Hodgeman close behind
him.Hodgeman didn’t answer, but Nick was sure a disapproving glance had fallen on his back.
The steps went down quite a long way, equivalent to at least three or four floors. They ended in
front of a steel door with a covered spy hole. Hodgeman pressed a tarnished bronze bell button
next to the door, and a few seconds later, the spy hole slid open.“Sergeant Hodgeman with Mr.
Nicholas Sayre,” said Hodgeman.The door swung open. There was no sign of a person behind it.
Just a long, dismal, white-painted concrete corridor stretching off some thirty or forty yards to
another steel door. Nick stepped through the doorway, and some slight movement to his right
made him look. There was an alcove there, with a desk, a red telephone on it, a chair, and a
guard—another plainclothes policeman type like Hodgeman, this time in shirtsleeves, with a
revolver worn openly in a shoulder holster. He nodded at Nick but didn’t smile or speak.“On to
the next door, please,” said Hodgeman.Nick nodded back at the guard and continued down the
concrete corridor, his footsteps echoing just out of time with Hodgeman’s. He heard behind him
the faint ting of a telephone being taken off its cradle and then the low voice of the guard, his
words indistinguishable.The procedure with the spy hole was repeated at the next door. There
were two policemen behind this one, in a larger and better-appointed alcove. They had
upholstered chairs and a leather-topped desk, though it had clearly seen better days.Hodgeman
nodded at the guards, who nodded back with slow deliberation. Nick smiled but got no smile in
return.“Through the left door, please,” said Hodgeman, pointing. There were two doors to choose
from, both of unappealing, unmarked steel bordered with lines of knuckle-size rivets.Hodgeman
departed through the right-hand door as Nick pushed the left, but it swung open before he
exerted any pressure. There was a much more cheerful room beyond, very much like Nick’s
tutor’s study at Sunbere, with four big leather club chairs facing a desk, and off to one side a
liquor cabinet with a large, black-enameled radio sitting on top of it. There were three men
standing around the cabinet.The closest was a tall, expensively dressed, vacant-looking man
with ridiculous sideburns whom Nick recognized as Dorrance. The second-closest was a fiftyish
man in a hearty tweed coat with leather elbow patches. The skin of his thick neck hung over his
collar, and his fat face was much too big for the half-moon glasses that perched on his nose.
Lurking behind these two was a nondescript, vaguely unhealthy-looking shorter man who wore



exactly the same kind of suit as Hodgeman but in a much more untidy way, so he looked nothing
like a policeman, serving or otherwise.“Ah, here is Mr. Nicholas Sayre,” said Dorrance. He
stepped forward, shook Nick’s hand, and ushered him to the center of the room. “I’m Dorrance.
Good of you to help us out. This is Professor Lackridge, who looks after all our scientific
research.”The fat-faced man extended his hand and shook Nick’s with little enthusiasm but a
crushing grip. Somewhere in the very distant past, Nick surmised, Professor Lackridge must
have been a rugby enthusiast. Or perhaps a boxer. Now, sadly, run to fat, but the muscle was still
there underneath.“And this is Mr. Malthan, who is . . . an independent adviser on Old Kingdom
matters.”Malthan inclined his head and made a faint, repressed gesture with his hands, turning
them toward his forehead as if to brush his almost nonexistent hair away. There was something
about the action that triggered recognition in Nick.“You’re from the Old Kingdom, aren’t you?” he
asked. It was unusual for anyone from the Old Kingdom to be encountered this far south. Very
few travelers could get authorization from both King Touchstone and the Ancelstierran
government to cross the Wall and the Perimeter. Even fewer would come any farther south than
Bain, which was at least a hundred and eighty miles north. They didn’t like it, as a rule. It didn’t
feel right, Sam had always said.But then, this little man didn’t have the Charter Mark on his
forehead, which might make it more bearable for him to be on this side of the Wall. Nick
instinctively brushed his dark forelock aside to show his Charter Mark, his fingers running across
it. The Mark was quiescent under his touch, showing no sign of its connection to the magical
powers of the Old Kingdom.Malthan clearly saw the Mark, even if the others didn’t. He stepped a
little closer to Nick and spoke in a breathy half whine.“I’m a trader, out of Belisaere,” he said. “I’ve
always done a bit of business with some folks in Bain, as my father did before me, and his father
before him. We’ve a Permission from the King, and a Permit from your government. I only come
down here every now and then, when I’ve got something special-like that I know Mr. Dorrance’s
lot will be interested in, same as my old dad did for Mr. Dorrance’s granddad—”“And we pay very
well for what we’re interested in, Mr. Malthan,” Dorrance interrupted him. “Don’t we?”“Yes, sir, you
do. Only I don’t—”“Malthan has been very useful,” interjected Professor Lackridge. “Though we
must discount many of his, ahem, traveler’s tales. Fortunately he tends to bring us interesting
artifacts in addition to his more colorful observations.”“I’ve always spoken true,” said Malthan. “As
this young man can tell you. He has the Mark and all. He knows.”“Yes, the forehead brand of that
cult,” remarked Lackridge, with an uninterested glance at Nick’s forehead, the Mark mostly
concealed once more under his floppy forelock.“Sociologically interesting, of course. Particularly
its regrettable prevalence among our Northern Perimeter Reconnaissance Unit. I trust it is only
an affectation in your case, young man? You haven’t gone native on us?”“It isn’t just a religious
thing,” Nick said carefully. “The Mark is more of a . . . a connection with . . . how can I explain . . .
unseen powers. Magic—”“Yes, yes. I am sure it seems like magic to you,” said Lackridge. “But
the great majority of it is easily explained as mass hallucination, the influence of drugs, hysteria,
and so forth. It is the minority of events that defy explanation but leave clear physical effects that
we are interested in—such as the explosion at Forwin Mill.” He looked over his half-moon



glasses at Nicholas.Dorrance looked at him as well, his stare suddenly intense.“Our studies
there indicate that the blast was roughly equivalent to the detonation of twenty thousand tons of
nitrocellulose,” continued Lackridge. He rapped his knuckles on the desk as he exclaimed,
“Twenty thousand tons! We know of nothing capable of delivering such explosive force,
particularly as the bomb itself was reported to be two metallic hemispheres, each no more than
ten feet in diameter. Is that right, Mr. Sayre?”Nick swallowed, his throat moving in a dry gulp. He
could feel sweat forming on his forehead and a familiar jangling pain in his right arm and
chest.“I . . . I don’t really know,” he said after several long seconds. “I was very ill. Feverish. But it
wasn’t a bomb. It was the Destroyer. Not something our science can explain. That was my
mistake. I thought I could explain everything under our natural laws, our science. I was
wrong.”“You’re tired, and clearly still somewhat unwell,” said Dorrance. His tone was kindly, but
the warmth did not reach his eyes. “We have many more questions, of course, but they can wait
until the morning. Professor, why don’t you show Nicholas around the establishment. Let him get
his bearings. Then go back upstairs, and we can all resume life as normal, what? Which reminds
me, Nicholas—everything discussed down here is absolutely confidential. Even the existence of
this facility must not be mentioned once you return to the main house. Naturally you will see me,
Professor Lackridge, and the others at dinner, but in our public roles. Most of the guests have no
idea that Department Thirteen lurks beneath their feet, and we want it to remain that way. I trust
you won’t have a problem keeping our existence all to yourself?”“No, not at all,” muttered Nick.
Inside he was wondering how he could avoid answering questions but still get his pass to cross
the Perimeter. Lackridge obviously didn’t believe in Old Kingdom magic, which was no great
surprise. After all, Nick had been like that himself. But Dorrance had voiced no such skepticism,
nor had he shown it by his body language. Nick definitely did not want to discuss the Destroyer
and its nature with anyone who might seriously look into what it was or what had happened at
Forwin Mill.He didn’t want to dabble in anything to do with Old Kingdom magic, especially
without proper instruction, even two hundred miles south of the Wall.“Follow me, Nicholas,” said
Lackridge. “You, too, Malthan. I want to show you something related to those photographic
plates you found for us.”“I need to catch my train,” muttered Malthan. “My horses . . . stabled near
Bain . . . the expense . . . I’m eager to return home.”“We’ll pay you a little extra,” said Dorrance, the 
tone of his voice making it clear Malthan had no choice. “I want Lackridge to see your reaction to
one of the artifacts we’ve picked up. I’ll see you at dinner, Nicholas.”Dorrance shook Nick’s hand
in parting, gave a dismissive wave to Lackridge, and ignored Malthan completely. As Dorrance
turned back to his desk, Nick noticed a paperweight sitting on top of the wooden inbox. A lump
of broken stone, etched with intricate symbols. They did not shine or move about, not so far from
the Old Kingdom; but Nick recognized their nature, though he did not know their dormant power
or meaning. They were Charter Marks. The stone itself looked as if it had been broken from a
greater whole.Nick looked at Dorrance again and decided that even if it meant having to work
out some other way to get across the Perimeter, he was not going to answer any of Dorrance’s
questions. Or rather, he would answer them vaguely and badly, and generally behave like a well-



meaning fool.Hedge had been an Ancelstierran originally, Nick remembered as he followed
Malthan and the professor out. Dorrance struck him as someone who might be tempted to walk
a path similar to Hedge’s.They left through the door Nick had come in by, out through the
opposite door, and then rapidly through a confusing maze of short corridors and identical riveted
metal doors.“Bit confusing down here, what?” remarked Lackridge.“Takes a while to get your
bearings. Dorrance’s father built the original tunnels for his underground electric railway.
Modeled on the Corvere Metro. But the tunnels have been extended even farther since then.
We’re just going to take a look in our holding area for objects brought in from north of the Wall or
found on our side, near it.”“You mentioned photographic plates,” said Nick. “Surely no
photographic equipment works over the Wall?”“That has yet to be properly tested,” said
Lackridge dismissively. “In any case, these are prints from negative glass plates taken in Bain of
a book that was brought across the Wall.”“What kind of book?” Nick asked Malthan.Malthan
looked at Nick, but his eyes failed to meet the younger man’s gaze. “The photographs were
taken by a former associate of mine. I didn’t know she had this book. It burned of its own accord
only minutes after the photographs were captured. Half the plates also melted before I could get
them far enough south.”“What was the title of the book?” asked Nick. “And why ‘former’
associate?”“She burned with the b-b-book,” whispered Malthan with a shiver. “I do not know its
name. I do not know where Raliese might have got it.”“You see the problems we have to deal
with,” said Lackridge with a sneer at Malthan. “He probably bought the plates at a school fete in
Bain. But they are interesting. The book was some kind of bestiary. We can’t read the text as yet,
but there are very fine etchings—illustrations of the beasts.”The professor stopped to unlock the
next door with a large brass key, but he opened it only a fraction. He turned to Malthan and Nick
and said, “The photographs are important, as we already had independent evidence that at least
one of the beasts depicted in that book really does exist—or existed at one time—in the Old
Kingdom.”“Independent evidence of one of those things?” squeaked Malthan. “What kind of
—”“This,” declared Lackridge, opening the door wide. “A mummified specimen!”The storeroom
beyond was cluttered with boxes, chests, and paraphernalia. For a second, Nick’s eye was
drawn to two very large blowups of photographs of Forwin Loch, which were leaning on the wall
near the door. One showed a scene of industry from the last century, and the other showed the
destruction wrought by Orannis—the Destroyer.But the big photographs held his attention for no
more than a moment. There could be no question what Lackridge was referring to. In the middle
of the room there was a glass cylinder about nine feet high and five feet in diameter. Inside the
case, propped up against a steel frame, was a nightmare.It looked vaguely human, in the sense
that it had a head, a torso, two arms, and two legs. But its skin or hide was of a strange violet
hue, crosshatched with lines like a crocodile’s, and looked very rough. Its legs were jointed
backward and ended in hooked hooves. The arms stretched down almost to the floor of the
case, and ended not in hands but in clublike appendages that were covered in inch-long barbs.
Its torso was thin and cylindrical, rather like that of a wasp. Its head was the most human part,
save that it sat on a neck that was twice as long; it had narrow slits instead of ears, and its black,



violet-pupiled eyes—presumably glass made by a skillful taxidermist—were pear-shaped and
took up half its face. Its mouth, twice the width of any human’s, was almost closed, but Nick
could see teeth gleaming there.Black teeth that shone like polished jet.“No!” screamed Malthan.
He ran back down the corridor as far as the previous door, which was locked. He beat on the
metal with his fists, the drumming echoing down the corridor.Nick pushed Lackridge gently
aside with a quiet “Excuse me.” He could feel his heart pounding in his chest, but it was not from
fear. It was excitement. The excitement of discovery, of learning something new. A feeling he had
always enjoyed, but it had been lost to him ever since he’d dug up the metal spheres of the
Destroyer.He leaned forward to touch the case and felt a strange, electric thrill run through his
fingers and out along his thumbs. At the same time, there was a stabbing pain in his forehead,
strong enough to make him step back and press two fingers hard between his eyes.“Not a bad
specimen,” said Lackridge. He spoke conversationally, but he had come very close to Nick and
was watching him intently. “Its history is a little murky, but it’s been in the country for at least three
hundred years and in the Corvere Bibliomanse for the past thirty-five. One of the things my staff
has been doing here at Department Thirteen is cross-indexing all the various institutional
records, looking for artifacts and information about our northern neighbors. When we got
Malthan’s photographs, Dorrance happened to remember he’d seen an actual specimen of one
of the creatures somewhere before, as a child. I cross-checked the records at the Bibliomanse
and found the thing, and we had it brought up here.”Nick nodded absently. The pain in his head
was receding. It appeared to emanate from his Charter Mark, though that should be totally
quiescent this far from the Wall. Unless there was a roaring gale blowing down from the north,
which he supposed might have happened since he came down into Department Thirteen’s
subterranean lair. It was impossible to tell what was going on in the world above
them.“Apparently the thing was found about ten miles in on our side of the Wall, wrapped in
three chains,” continued Lackridge. “One of silver, one of lead, and one made from braided
daisies. That’s what the notes say, though of course we don’t have the chains to prove it. If there
was a silver one, it must have been worth a pretty penny. Long before the Perimeter, of course,
so it was some time before the authorities got hold of it. According to the records, the local folk
wanted to drag it back to the Wall, but fortunately there was a visiting Captain-Inquirer who had it
shipped south. Should never have gotten rid of the Captain-Inquirers. Wouldn’t have minded
being one myself. Don’t suppose anyone would bring them back now. Lily-livered lot, the present
government . . . excepting your uncle, of course. . . .”“My father also sits in the Moot,” said Nick.
“On the government benches.”“Well, of course, everyone says my politics are to the right of old
Arbiter Werris Blue-Nose, so don’t mind me,” said Lackridge. He stepped back into the corridor
and shouted,“Come back here, Mr. Malthan. It won’t bite you!”As Lackridge spoke, Nick thought
he saw the creature’s eyes move. Just a fraction, but there was a definite sense of movement.
With it, all his sense of excitement was banished in a second, to be replaced by a growing
fear.It’s alive, thought Nick.He stepped back to the door, almost knocking over Lackridge, his
mind working furiously.The thing is alive. Quiescent. Conserving its energies, so far from the Old



Kingdom. It must be some Free Magic creature, and it’s just waiting for a chance—“Thank you,
Professor Lackridge, but I find myself suddenly rather keen on a cup of tea,” blurted Nick. “Do
you think we might come back and look at this specimen tomorrow?”“I’m supposed to make
Malthan touch the case,” said Lackridge. “Dorrance was most insistent upon it. Wants to see his
reaction.”Nick edged back and looked down the corridor. Malthan was crouched by the door.“I
think you’ve seen his reaction,” he said. “Anything more would simply be cruel, and hardly
scientific.”“He’s only an Old Kingdom trader,” said Lackridge.“He’s not even strictly legal.
Conditional visa. We can do whatever we like with him.”“What!” exclaimed Nick.“Within reason,”
Lackridge added hastily. “I mean, nothing too drastic. Do him good.”“I think he needs to get on a
train north and go back to the Old Kingdom,” said Nick firmly. He liked Lackridge less and less
with every passing minute, and the whole Department Thirteen setup seemed very dubious. It
was all very well for his uncle Edward to talk about having extralegal entities to do things the
government could not, but the line had to be drawn somewhere, and Nick didn’t think Dorrance
or Lackridge knew where to draw it—or if they did, when not to step over it.“I’ll just see how he
is,” added Nick. An idea started to rise from the recesses of his mind as he walked down the
corridor toward the crouched and shivering man pressed against the door. “Perhaps we can walk
out together.”“Mr. Dorrance was most insistent—”“I’m sure he won’t mind if you tell him that I
insisted on escorting Malthan on his way.”“But—”“I am insisting, you know,” Nick cut in forcefully.
“As it is, I shall have a few words to say about this place to my uncle.”“If you’re going to be like
that, I don’t think I have any choice,” said Lackridge petulantly. “We were assured that you would
cooperate fully with our research.”“I will cooperate, but I don’t think Malthan needs to do any
more for Department Thirteen,” said Nick. He bent down and helped the Old Kingdom trader up.
He was surprised by how much the smaller man was shaking. He seemed totally in the grip of
panic, though he calmed a little when Nick took his arm above the elbow. “Now, please show us
out. And you can organize someone to take Malthan to the railway station.”“You don’t understand
the importance of our work,” said Lackridge. “Or our methods. Observing the superstitious
reactions of northerners and our own people delivers legitimate and potentially useful
information.”This was clearly only a pro forma protest, because as Lackridge spoke, he unlocked
the door and led them quickly through the corridors. After a few minutes, Nick found that he
didn’t need to half carry Malthan anymore, but could just point him in the right
direction.Eventually, after numerous turns and more doors that required laborious unlocking,
they came to a double-width steel door with two spy holes. Lackridge knocked, and after a brief
inspection, they were admitted to a guardroom inhabited by five policeman types. Four were
sitting around a linoleum-topped table under a single suspended lightbulb, drinking tea and
eating doorstop-size sandwiches. Hodgeman was the fifth, and clearly still on duty, as unlike the
others he had not removed his coat.“Sergeant Hodgeman,” Lackridge called out rather too
loudly. “Please escort Mr. Sayre upstairs and have one of your other officers take Malthan to
Dorrance Halt and see he gets on the next northbound train.”“Very good, sir,” replied Hodgeman.
He hesitated for a moment, then with a curiously unpleasant emphasis, which Nick would have



missed if he hadn’t been paying careful attention, he said, “Constable Ripton, you see to
Malthan.”“Just a moment,” said Nick. “I’ve had a thought. Malthan can take a message from me
over to my uncle, the Chief Minister, at the Golden Sheaf. Then someone from his staff can take
Malthan to the nearest station.”“One of my men would happily take a message for you, sir,” said
Sergeant Hodgeman. “And Dorrance Halt is much closer than the Golden Sheaf. That’s all of
twenty miles away.”“Thank you,” said Nick. “But I want the Chief Minister to hear Malthan directly
about some matters relating to the Old Kingdom. That won’t be a problem, will it? Malthan, I’ll
just write something out for you to take to Garran, my uncle’s principal secretary.”Nick took out
his notebook and gold propelling pencil and casually leaned against the wall. They all watched
him, the five policeman with studied disinterest masking hostility, Lackridge with more open
aggression, and Malthan with the sad eyes of the doomed.Nick began to whistle tunelessly
through his teeth, pretending to be oblivious to the pent-up institutional aggression focused
upon him. He wrote quickly, sighed and pretended to cross out what he’d written, then ripped out
the page, palmed it, and started to write again.“Very hard to concentrate the mind in these
underground chambers of yours,” Nick said to Lackridge. “I don’t know how you get anything
done. Expect you’ve got cockroaches too . . . maybe rats . . . I mean, what’s that?”He pointed with 
the pencil. Only Malthan and Lackridge turned to look. The policemen kept up their steady stare.
Nick stared back, but he felt a slight fear begin to swim about his stomach. Surely they wouldn’t
risk doing anything to Edward Sayre’s nephew? And yet . . . they were clearly planning to
imprison Malthan at the least, or perhaps something worse. Nick wasn’t going to let that
happen.“Only a shadow, but I bet you do have rats. Stands to reason. Underground. Tea and
biscuits about,” Nick said as he ripped out the second page. He folded it, wrote “Mr. Thomas
Garran” on the outside, and handed it to Malthan, at the same time stepping across to shield his
next action from everyone except Lackridge, whom he stumbled against.“Oh, sorry!” he
exclaimed, and in that moment of apparently lost balance, he slid the palmed first note into
Malthan’s still-open hand.“I . . . ah . . . still not quite recovered from the events at Forwin Mill,” Nick 
mumbled, as Lackridge suppressed an oath and jumped back.The policemen had stepped
forward, apparently only to catch him if he fell. Sergeant Hodgeman had seen him stumble
before. They were clearly suspicious but didn’t know what he had done. He hoped.“Bit unsteady
on my pins,” continued Nick. “Nothing to do with drink, unfortunately. That might make it seem
worthwhile. Now I must get on upstairs and dress for dinner. Who’s taking Malthan over to the
Golden Sheaf?”
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Tori, “The title and cover are misleading, but it's a fun collection. Most people who don't like this
book are simply salty because they thought it would be a series of stories continuing the
Abhorsen books. (Admittedly, the cover and title are misleading.) In reality this book is a
collection of short stories and miscellany written by Garth Nix, and only the first of these stories
is in the Abhorsen world.While I was initially only interested in the first story - Nicholas Sayre and
the Creature in the Case - I found several others that I loved and left me hungry for more. There
were some I was less interested in, and at least one I didn't care for. But one that has really stuck
with me was Hope Chest - I couldn't set it down.”

Hailey M, “Show Stealer. I'll admit it, I bought this primarily to read the first story "Nicholas Sayre
and the Creature in the Case". I was fresh off my read of Abhorsen and I wanted more, dang it! It
was indeed, a good little novella. And not the only one I enjoyed in this anthology.I also liked
"Charlie Rabbit" which explores the terror of small children alone in a war zone, "Under the Lake"
& "Hearts Desire" which are an interesting and chilling re-imagining of a certain figure in
authoritarian legend, and an explanation and detailing of magic to patch up a plot hole
respectively."Lightning Bringer" was good, and I feel could have been a novel of it's own right. It
reminded me a lot of the far more recent "Doctor Sleep". And "Hope Chest" reminded me of the
"Dark Tower" series or "The Talisman" in all the best ways. It too could have been a book in it's
own right.Honestly, every story in this anthology has something to offer, and none are too long
either. Definitely recommended, especially if you like the Author. I blew through the whole
collection in a matter of hours.”

L. Roth, “Entertaining Assortment. If you've ever gotten one of those boxes of fancy chocolates,
you've had the pleasure of picking through a variety of delectable treats. This collection of stories
by Nix is rather like that - an assortment of different fantasy stories enlivened by Nix's sardonic
humor, keen perception challenging the standard tropes of fantasy, and a display of sensitivity to
the human condition. Each benefits from an intro by the author.For fans of the Abhorsen trilogy,
the first and longest tale in this collection is a must-read; it's a coda to the last book in the series
describing Nicholas Sayre's determination to return to the Old Kingdom. It becomes critical
rather quickly when Sayre uncovers an ancient free magic threat on the wrong side of the wall,
and must do his best to deal with it while summoning help.The rest of the stories are a bit shorter
and cover different territory. Several don't fit into easy categories, but others do. Nix has a couple
of different takes on the Arthurian universe, has a marvelous send up of the over-extended, over-
plotted fantasy series that continue volume after volume, and comes up with a fun parody of the
chose-your-own-story genre. There's also a pointed retelling of Hansel and Gretel for a more
modern age, and a fantasy Western tale, which reminded me a bit of the Steven King's Dark
Tower/Gunslinger series…Enjoy!”



Ebook Library Reader, “I absolutely love Garth Nix. I absolutely love Garth Nix, and for a period
of time I greedily read any of his books I could get my desperate hands on, especially those
relating to the Old Kingdom. I own a few of Garth's Nix books and thirst for more. The build of
this particular book is quite nice, thick and relatively short, making it excellent for stowing in a
bag. The cover art is unique and beautiful, as all his covers are. This book currently holds a
place of honor in my room, where it resides on top of a pile of other books. A few of his other
books are placed in similar spots among my other books. I love my book, and I have been
meaning to re-read it for a long time. I would recommend buying this book, and I would again
should the need arise. Overall, it's an excellent book, by an excellent author, for an excellent
price.”

 Bookwyrm , “Bought for Old Kingdom story, loved the other stories also. I bought this for the
Old Kingdom story, looking for something to hold me over until the next book. The Old Kingdom
story was very good, as were all the other stories in this collection. I was pleasantly surprised,
having the experience that short story collections by my favorite authors are often a mish-mash
of angst-ridden strangeness that I usually don't enjoy.Very glad I purchased this enjoyable
collection. I also purchased To Hold the Bridge and enjoyed that thoroughly also.”

Rich, “A lot of stories.... I do recommend this book, but it's more an anthology than a book itself.
When the title says "...and Other Stories", it means it. Only about 1/4 of the book is the story of
going "Across the Wall", but everything else contains short stories that don't connect at all. I got
to one that is sort of a game/maze kind of story, but I just stopped because about 1/4 of the book
is of it.I recommend this book if you like the story of the "Abhorsen" to read the first part, but I'm
just telling you that all the other stories are okay, if you have to time and patience to read the
other stories.”

M&R, “Great addition to the series!. I loved the story about Nick but I was not as interested in the
other stories. I wish I could have just bought the story about Nick. However I love this series, so
not a waste.”

Iorek, “you really know how to write fantasies mr nix. several great short stories in this book.
each is quite unique and individual and i love the little explanations of each of the stories from
the author himself. gives each story its own place and character (if that is possible!). i have
several favorites but the ones that stand out are 1) the story about the girl left doorstep set in
wild west 2) the different take on the merlin and the lady story 3) lady in the lake story.BTW THIS
HAS CREATURE IN THE CASE IN IT. dont make the same mistake and buy this as well as
creature in the case seprately”

Shona Marshall, “Amazing series. A great series of books that don't diminish as the story goes
on.”



Read Saloud, “Eclectic mix. An interesting miscellany of stories which demonstrates the
versatility of Garth Nix. Readers who are only familiar with the Old Kingdom books may be
surprised that he can write comedy, too - "Down to the Scum Quarter" is hilarious. The longest
of the stories is the novella "Nicholas Sayre and the Creature in the Case", which was excellent.
It was brilliantly paced, full of action and suspense and a good development of the Nicholas
Sayre character - it left me wanting to know more about the Old Kingdom and what happened
next to Nick, Sam and Lirael. Other stories in the collection are sombre and thought-provoking -
for example, "Charlie Rabbit" and "Hope Chest".”

The book by Garth Nix has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 339 people have provided feedback.
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